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About This Game

PLANUM is a 2D raner in which you will operate an aircraft in the vicinity of the World. You have both allies and enemies. But
PLANUM would not be such an interesting game if not for the addition of a third kind of aircraft. "Nitral" aircraft are not,

neither enemies, nor allies. Unfortunately you can not know who you are going to score, and only thanks to your intuition you
can get the bonus you need. PLANUM is one of the most difficult games! You will have to work hard to get to the final design.

What is your reward at the end? Firstly, the game is endless. You can get as many points as your heart desires. And secondly, the
way passed is a reward!

Is waiting for you:
- Author's graphics

- Unusual GamePlay
- Form style

- Beautiful music
- Endless game
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Title: Planum
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
CONVEY Studios
Publisher:
Metal Fox
Release Date: 18 Apr, 2018
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This game makes me stay up too late at night. Please help.. Santas Big Adventures is a platforming game aimed at kids and
casual players. I think it aims for that demographic hoping it\u2019s lazy level design, lazy music and lazy everything else can
go unnoticed or forgiven. It's a bad game that no matter how cheap it's priced at is not and will never be worth it. This is a lazy
cash grab just in time for Christmas.

Check out my full review of this steaming pile of fail below:

http:\/\/nardio.net\/2016\/12\/23\/santas-big-adventures-review\/. The perfect DLC for anyone with too much money to spare!.
A really good game, not boring in any way. A good puzzle game, unusual in a way.. Driftmoon is wonderfully nostalgic in its old
school design, lack of voice acting, and its well hidden collectables. Other than the annoying religious references throughout the
game (and the fact that they placed a book of the entire new testament under a barrel), I thoroughly enjoyed Driftmoon. The
combat isn't very difficult, but the story is great, and the characters are fleshed out pretty well.

If you miss the old top-down games, pick this up on sale for $10.00 or less, and enjoy some nostalgia.
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fun game with challenging bosses and cute art, expect lots of deaths. I love strategy but I never played this game when it came
out. I was excited to give it a try. Instead of a tutorial, though, you get a splash screen with hundreds and hundreds of words that
don't mean anything to new players. I started a game and I kid you not I had like 10 immediate pop ups with offers of marriage
and alliance and no time to figure out what each meant and what my decisions would entail. This game is way too complicated
to play without a clear tutorial and a pause between each offer with a clickable help/ FAQ. Quick delete and I'll go to another
game thanks.. The loco has many bugs despite update. The manual doesn't explain loco operation properly and it's undriveable
with hud, you must use mouse.

Can be enjoyed, but be prepared for many annoyances.

Crucial elements not in manual: you must switch the gear raio on the middle panel to drive faster than 50 kph. To decrease
throttle gradually, you must use mouse. For braking, use mouse.... :(

For shunting it's very gimmicky.. Got this via Monthly Bundle and after playing for an hour I see little reason not to recommend
this game. It feels like a mix between Downwell, Super Meat Boy and Shovel Knight. If you are into at least one of them I think
you'd get a kick out of this short level based platformer.

Only downsides are kind of minor:
1) the colour scheme and size of everything can start to hurt the eyes.
2) no way to exit the game without Alt+Tab [EDIT!! Turns out you just hit Esc on the keyboard and then hit 'Exit', still, no way
of doing this with a controller]

Again, really enjoying this game, brimming with personality and charm and the level of polish throughout is brilliant.. Weird.
I wanted this to be really bad, but it's not.
It actually has some thought put into the puzzles.
The whole thing is just weird. At 71 cents, it is definitely worth your time.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l7LSTFGTQSw&feature=youtu.be. Good idea for game, but bad created.. There are a lot of
bugs, so i refunded my money.
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